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Abstract. Data processing can be restricted by policies (constraints),
to, among others, protect the individual’s privacy, a fundamental human
right. Software used to process data may utilize ontologies to represent
knowledge as concepts, relationships and restrictions, to solve the task at
hand. In knowledge representations, restrictions are typically expressed as
axioms, whereas policy-related restrictions have more application specific
focus, and are usually expressed as constraints. Thus, various purposes
demand differently modeled restrictions. However, existing methodologies
do not provide guidelines on how to model restrictions, nor do they
distinguish between axioms and constraints. This PhD research aims to
investigate the systematic creation of RDF-based restrictions, and their
use in policy-compliant data processing. In this paper, I outline my PhD
research to (i) analyze the current use of restrictions in ontologies, (ii)
provide methodological guidelines to model restrictions, and (iii) apply
RDF-based restrictions on data processing to assess policy compliance
both before and after the fact. RDF-based restrictions can be modeled
by various recommended languages, including OWL, ODRL, SHACL or
ShEx. Methodological guidelines to choose the appropriate language or
language combinations for an application scenario are beneficial for the
knowledge engineering community. Additionally, systematically created
restrictions can be used for privacy-compliance assessments.
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Problem Statement

Processing data might be subject to certain policies, i.e., encoded constraints
that should be met. A recent example is the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) of the European Union1 , which demands the lawful processing of personal
data. Such lawful processing comprises that data processing can only happen
based on clearly stated purposes a user gave consent for.
Semantic Web technologies provide meaningful data processing, using ontologies to formally represent real world domains [32]. Besides concepts and their
?
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relationships, an ontology is characterized by a set of axioms [9], which encodes
the implicit rules constraining the structure of a piece of reality [11]. Axioms
are true statements used to represent knowledge by following the Open World
Assumption [26], whereas constraints express conditions on data that should
be met, and causes an exception if not met [39]. Both axioms and constraints
typically play an important role when modeling personal data processing. On
the one hand, axioms on ontological concepts encode, for instance, the personal
data processing domain in a machine-understandable way. On the other hand,
use-case specific constraints encode conditions regarding, for instance, the lawful
processing of personal data which should be met. I identify the following three
problems:

Problem 1 So far it is not known which restrictions are used in practice, to which
extent, or for what rationale. However, such insights can be used to provide
guidelines for restriction modeling, e.g. which restriction type should be used
for a given application scenario. Different types of restrictions (axioms) exist,
such as subclass relationships or disjointness between concepts. Each restriction
type serves different purposes: subclass relationships can, for instance, describe
taxonomic structures, and disjoint classes express mutual exclusiveness in a
machine-readable way.

Problem 2 So far different methodologies exist to define ontologies in a systematic
way. However, these Ontology Engineering methodologies do not provide concrete
guidelines regarding how to encode restrictions, nor do they distinguish restrictions
between axioms and constraints. The modeling of restrictions needs to be guided,
i.a., to make informed decisions if a restriction should be encoded as axiom or
constraint.

Problem 3 In the use case of lawful processing of personal data, it is unclear
which RDF-based constraint language (or language combinations) can be used
to express relevant policies, while checking compliance in an automated fashion
to improve privacy-compliant data processing. Different languages to express
constraints exist in the Semantic Web: common languages are ODRL [38] to
describe policies, SHACL [15] to describe general shape-based constraints, and
ShEx [30] to describe a schema.
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Related Work

Related work concerns each of the aforementioned problems: Restrictions in the
Semantic Web (Section 2.1), Ontology Engineering Methodologies (Section 2.2)
and policy compliance (Section 2.3).

2.1

Restrictions

Ontologies are usually more complex and possibly formal vocabularies containing
restrictions2 and aim to represent knowledge machine-understandably. OWL2 is
a knowledge representation language which uses different restriction types in the
form of axioms, e.g. disjoint classes or reflexive properties.
While restrictions in the form of axioms are used to represent knowledge,
and enable reasoning based on the Open World Assumption (OWA), restrictions
in the form of constraints are used, for example, to validate data which should
adhere to such a knowledge representation [17]. Tao et al. [35] described integrity
constraints semantics for OWL. Their work can be used for data validation
under a Closed World Assumption (CWA), using OWL without the need of
another language. More recent, two generic constraint languages on top of RDF
were proposed: ShEx [30] to describe a schema, and the W3C recommended
SHACL [15] to express constraints. Both languages follow the Closed World
Assumption and can be used to describe constraints and automatically validate
data.
So far constraints were investigated mostly in the context of data quality.
RDFUnit [16] is a test-driven evaluation framework for Linked Data which
uses a set of SPARQL templates to assess data quality issues. Several Data
Quality Test Patterns cover aspects, such as cardinality, disjointness, or literal
value restrictions. Hartmann [12] published a set of 81 restriction types. Not
all of the presented restriction types can be modeled with each investigated
language, e.g. some literal-value related restrictions cannot be expressed with
OWL. Arndt et al. [4] provided an alignment between RDFUnit’s Data Quality
Test Patterns and corresponding restriction types identified by Hartmann [12].
This alignment represents restriction types which minimally cover common
validation requirements.
Different languages to express restrictions exist, following either the Closed
or the Open World Assumption. Therefore I can conclude that a variety of
restriction types and languages exist which raises the need for guidance on how
to use them i.a. for data-protection policies.
2.2

Ontology Engineering Methodologies

Knowledge in the form of ontologies is built since decades. Sequential [10, 36],
iterative [20, 5] and even agile [28, 21, 29] Ontology Engineering methodologies
were proposed, all aiming to transform the art of building ontologies into an
engineering activity [34].
One common methodology is NeOn [34], a scenario-based methodology with
the aim to modularize Ontology Engineering activities. Therefore, NeOn relied on
state-of-the-art methodologies and its authors also published a list with common
activities to push standardization efforts further [33]. This NeOn glossary of
processes and activities [33] provides a comprehensive list of ontology engineering
2
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processes and activities. This glossary covers also activities related to Ontology
Design Patterns [13], which aim to serve as building blocks to approach common
modeling and publishing challenges.
Ontology Engineering activities collected from the mentioned methodologies
and the glossary, as well as Ontology Design Patterns are the state-of-the-art,
and serve as basis for my research, investigating the modeling of restrictions.
2.3

Policy Compliance

Agarwal et al. [3] created a compliance assessment framework, where the GDPR
is described using an extension of ODRL [38]. Their work comprises a description
of the GDPR using ODRL, yet the assessment is manual and based on yes/no
questions associated with the related ODRL duties.
Pandit et al. [25] proposed a proof-of-concept using SPARQL and SHACL for
compliance checks. This approach is similar to the previous mentioned approach
with the difference that SHACL is used instead of ODRL.
PrOnto [24] includes semantic representations with deontic operators. Based
on PrOnto, the authors created a proof-of-concept, to perform legal reasoning
on BPMN [22], which allows compliance checking before and after the fact [23].
Their work is different compared to the previous two, as it uses deontic logic
models.
The SPECIAL consent, transparency and compliance system [14] performs
GDPR compliance checks using OWL reasoning. Compared to the other approaches using ODRL or SHACL, this system relies on restrictions expressed as
axioms rather than constraints.
Different approaches and languages exist to perform a compliance assessment. My goal is to define methodological guidelines regarding the modeling of
restrictions, which then also affects compliance assessment.
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Research Questions

Given the three stated problem areas, the main question this PhD thesis aims
to answer is how can we systematically model RDF-based restrictions
to improve privacy-compliant data processing? Therefore, the following
concrete research questions arise, according to the previously defined problem
statements.
Research Question 1 Different restriction types exist, but little is known regarding
their use which represents a gap in best-practices and guidelines. How can we
measure restriction usage in ontologies?
Research Question 2 A plethora of Ontology Engineering methodologies, Ontology
Design Patterns and a glossary of ontology engineering activities were proposed
in the past. No recent overview exists, comparing the different methodologies and
activities with respect to how restrictions are modeled. How can we define a
restriction modeling activity for knowledge engineering?

Research question 3 To what extent can constraint languages support
privacy-compliant data processing?

4

Hypothesis

Based on the stated problems and raised research questions, I define the following
hypotheses:
1. Using definitions of restriction types and restriction type expressions, we
can detect used restriction types from axioms used by current ontologies
in an automated fashion, to obtain quantifiable statistics about, i.a., the
distribution of restriction type usage.
2. Comparing existing ontology engineering activities and tasks using IEEE
Std 24774-2012 [2] to derive a list of factors influencing the encoding of
restrictions, allows us to define a restriction modeling activity.
3. We can express ODRL concepts as SHACL constraints to validate data
processing expressed as provenance workflows described by the P-PLAN
ontology3 , faster than a manual assessment.

5

Approach

My approach consists of three parts, each related to a problem statement. The
first part contributes insights in the current use of restrictions. Part two concerns
a review of existing ontology engineering literature, which together with results
from part one can be used to propose methodological guidelines on how to model
restrictions. Such methodological guidelines support the user in the modeling of
restrictions, i.e. which restrictions should be formulated as axioms and which as
constraints, which can then be used to improve privacy-compliant data processing,
as it is known which closed-world constraints exists on data adhering to which
open-world axioms of the modeled domain.
Restrictions use analysis An analysis regarding the use of restrictions in existing
ontologies needs to take into account, that restriction types can be expressed using
different vocabularies and terms. Therefore, based on restriction types described
in related work, I distinguish between abstract restriction types and concrete
restriction type expressions because a restriction type like disjoint classes can be
expressed using for instance the expression owl:disjointWith or alternatively
the expression owl:AllClassesDisjoint. The use of the described restriction
types can then be measured relying on the RDF Data Cube [8] ontology, and, due
to the distinction between abstract types and concrete expressions, the statistics
can be extended if necessary, e.g. if new restriction type expressions are identified
by the community. The results can lead to concrete questions regarding the
rationale of why certain restriction types were used, respectively not used, and
thus lead to further research.
3
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Restriction modeling Several ontology engineering methodologies exist and thus
it is possible that activities to model restrictions either exist which I can reuse,
or related ontology engineering activities can be extended to cover the modeling
of restrictions. Therefore, I conduct a systematic literature review to compare
activities of existing Ontology Engineering methodologies, covering e.g. Ontology
Design Patterns, with respect to their influence on restriction modeling. Activities performed early in the engineering process cover the collection of different
requirements regarding the knowledge to be represented, but also regarding the
application using it. I identified these activities to be crucial for the decision of
how restrictions could be expressed. However, other activities might also influence
the encoding of restrictions. Both, the NeOn methodology and Corcho et al. [6]
compared Ontology Engineering methodologies based on the IEEE Std 10742006 [1], Therefore I will compare the NeOn glossary activities and activities of
identified ontology engineering methodologies based on IEEE Std 24774-2012 [2]
(the successor of the previous mentioned standard). Depending on the outcome
of the systematic literature review, research regarding new Ontology Engineering activities or extensions of existing activities can be conducted, to propose
methodological guidelines for restriction modeling.
Restrictions for policy compliant data processing Both, planned data processing
workflows (prospective provenance) and executed data processing workflows
(retrospective provenance) can be described using the P-PLAN ontology. Thus,
compliance to a policy can be checked ex ante, i.e. before data processing happens,
and ex post, i.e. after the fact. ODRL is the W3C recommended language to
describe permitted and prohibited actions, and thus a reasonable choice to express
data-protection related policies. However, SHACL as the W3C recommended
general constraint language additionally defines a validation process resulting in
a fine-grained validation report, and, thus, is a reasonable choice for automatic
compliance assessment. My approach to combine the benefits of both languages,
is to express ODRL concepts in SHACL, such that a SHACL validation process
can perform ODRL-related compliance checks on provenance workflows described
using P-PLAN. This approach seems feasible, as the working group publishing
ODRL also mentioned a possible use of SHACL4 .
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Evaluation Plan

The presented approach will be evaluated as follows.
Hypothesis 1 To evaluate the first hypothesis, the approach to represent restriction
types and restriction type expressions is applied to existing ontologies listed
in LOV [37]. The obtained statistical results are then analyzed regarding the
distribution of different restriction types and different restriction type expressions.
Furthermore, statistical results obtained by applying our approach on ontologies,
can be compared with a manual created ground truth, stating which restrictions
are present in the ontologies.
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Hypothesis 2 A systematic literature review, covering Ontology Engineering
methodologies, will comparatively evaluate this hypothesis. Proposed Ontology
Engineering activities can be compared with IEEE Std 24774-2012 [2] and based
on different activity definitions, factors influencing restrictions can be derived,
which can lead to the definition of a restriction modeling activity. Further
research stating new hypothesis is needed to evaluate the feasibility of the defined
restriction modeling activity, e.g. by performing user evaluations.
Hypothesis 3 To evaluate the third hypothesis, GDPR-related obligations are
expressed using ODRL, as described by Agarwal et al. [3], and then transformed
to corresponding SHACL constraints. This approach can be functionally evaluated
by executing a SHACL validation process on a data-protection-related P-PLAN
workflow, and verify the correctness of the validation report by comparing it to
the expected outcome for the given P-PLAN workflow. Additionally, to evaluate
if the proposed approach is faster than a manual assessment, a proof-of-concept
implementing the approach can be compared to a manual assessment by users
for a given scenario.
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Preliminary Results

Differently obtained results contributed considerably to draft my research plan.
Current use of restrictions I described abstract restriction types and their different
concrete expressions with a vocabulary and applied it to 98% of LOV ontologies,
to create comprehensive statistics of restriction type use. First results show
that RDFS-based restriction types are used in more than 94% of the analyzed
ontologies, and that OWL-based restriction types are used in only 49% of the
analyzed ontologies. This motivates new research to identify the rationales behind
the use (or non-use) of certain restriction types.
Ontology Engineering An initial analysis of literature relevant to ontology engineering revealed lack of activities supporting the modeling of restrictions, and,
thus, motivating a systematic literature review regarding restrictions modeling.
Although diverse in the approach and execution, early activities of existing
methodologies describe the knowledge representation requirements to be built.
These requirements set the course of further modeling activities, influence design
decisions, and, thus, are crucial to the decision of how to encode restrictions.
Processing of personal data A proof-of-concept using semantically enhanced
graphical workflows to depict planned data processing, demonstrated the use
of prospective provenance to generate privacy-related documentation regarding
personal data processing [19]. The process of creating such a plan, can profit
from policies expressed as constraints, as policy compliance can be automatically assessed ex ante i.e. before data processing happens. Policies expressed as
constraints are also a useful annotation for data to check compliance ex post i.e.

after the fact. Another proof-of-concept which transforms structured learning
activity data of educational applications to Linked Data, demonstrated the use of
privacy-related annotations expressing policies which can be considered by applications consuming the data [18]. These proof-of-concepts can be equipped with
the presented approach, to perform a compliance assessment in an automated
fashion. This allows then also to perform a user-study to evaluate hypothesis 3.
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Relevancy

The proposed research is relevant to (i) identify a trade-off between lightweight
and highly axiomatized knowledge representation, (i) the systematic modeling of
constraints, and (iii) data-protection.
Level of formality Different works already pointed out that lightweight, less
axiomatized ontologies gained popularity in the Semantic Web [7, 27]. However,
certain application scenarios demand semantics in the form of stated axioms [31].
Considering the fact that different restriction types exist, there certainly exists
a trade-off between providing lightweight ontologies, and providing axioms of
certain types necessary for a given application scenario. My research provides
insights in the use of different restriction types and thus contributes also to this
issue.
Constraints Engineering SHACL, the W3C recommendation to express constraints in the form of shapes was just published recently. Thus not much
research regarding the use of constraints was conducted yet. The community just
began to experiment with shapes and to find use-cases. Although engineering
methodologies for ontologies exist, other RDF-based resources like shapes are not
yet taken into account. Methodological activities for the creation of restrictions
including such constraints, and a knowledge engineering methodology equipped
with such an activity is beneficial for the community.
Data-protection Data protection is a fundamental human right and also recognized within the UN as potential risk for sustainable development5 . Knowledge representation-based applications provide transparency, an often stated
need and also part of the GDPR. Additionally, I claim that not all users who
process personal data want to harm data-protection on purpose. Knowledge
representation-based compliance assessment supports users in planning privacyaware data processing, or perform a privacy-related assessment on retrospective
provenance data. Thus, my research can be used to support data-controllers or
data-processors (users performing personal data processing) in their tasks, while
adhering to data-protection.
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Reflections

I reflect on knowledge engineering for the RDF ecosystem, and data-protection
related policy compliance assessment.
Knowledge engineering Modeling restrictions as axioms, and as constraints is both
important, however not yet considered when systematically building knowledge.
Expressing restrictions is fundamental when representing knowledge which should
be processable by machines. Clearly defined semantics and the Open World
Assumption for ontology languages are important for machine understandability,
reasoning tasks, and are part of languages such as OWL and RDFS. An often
stated need when practically using ontologies concerns quality and data validation.
Different approaches in the past proposed to use OWL in a Closed World setting,
to perform data validation tasks. It is possible, but newly proposed languages such
as SHACL and ShEx are explicitly designed for a closed world context, and thus
complement ontology languages. There is a clear separation of concerns between
these two approaches. However, existing ontology engineering methodologies were
designed in a time without W3C recommendations for constraint languages at
hand, and additionally only focus on ontologies. Real life projects often do not
define a clear separation between applications using ontologies and an ontology
itself. Thus the engineering process might have to deal with requirements not
concerning which knowledge needs to be represented, but how to express and
how to use it in a concrete application scenario.
Policy compliance assessment Several existing works investigated policy compliance assessment using RDF-based technologies. However, they are either focused
on ODRL but then on manual assessment [3], deontic logical models [23], or are
SPARQL and SHACL-based [25]. To the best of my knowledge, the proposed
research is the first combining two of the mentioned approaches to apply it on
provenance workflows. This thesis also aims to provide insights regarding the
use of axioms and constraints, therefore future work might also investigate in a
different combination of the three mentioned compliance assessment approaches,
e.g. deontic logical models and ODRL or SHACL.
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